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SLUFF COOL PLACES TO SLEEP

MORE UNIQUE PLACES    TO SLEEP VAN LIFE 
Kiwi trail runner Sophie 
Grant shares her tips for  
off-grid camping 

PLACES The Aosta Valley is great in the summer. Pila is our latest find, with 
excellent running trails, and cycling and MTB options. 

Over in Switzerland, Saas-Fee is beautiful year-round, with enough ski touring, 
climbing, and running options to keep anyone entertained. 

Back in Italy, head to the Dolomites if you want views to take your breath away. 
It’s best to avoid it during the busy season of August, when it is overrun with 
tourists and motorbikes. There are lovely spots to park around the Falzarego Pass.

When it gets wet in the mountains, you can get a cheap ferry to Sardinia in 
September. There you can park and step straight out the door onto white sandy 
beaches with crystal blue water.

SHOWERING To maximise your time off-grid in a camper, obtaining and conserving 
water is vital but not always easy, making showering difficult. In summer this 
means lots of wild swimming to stay fresh. We have recently been using a pressure 
solar shower from Decathlon, which heats up in the sun and gives you a lovely 
hot, powerful shower. Try not to let your soapy water flow into the surrounding 
environment, so you don’t damage the very place it is such a pleasure to be in.  

GEAR The most indispensable tool we use is the Park4night app on our phones.  
It shows you all the closest places you can stay and is full of helpful reviews.

It can get unbearably hot in the van in the summer months, so having bug nets  
that cover all of your doors and windows are a must, as you’ll want to be able to 
keep your doors open.

Being able to fill your water tanks without going to a rest stop or campsite is 
very helpful. A selection of universal tap attachments for filling your tanks from 
fountains is essential.

Powerful solar panels make a massive difference to our ability to stay off-grid. 
Keep them clean in the summer and snow-free in the winter to get the most out  
of them.

An Omnia stove top oven is an excellent piece of kit if you don’t have an oven 
in your van and you fancy some baked goods. I have made everything in it, from 
cinnamon rolls to lasagne.

AVOID Research areas before going to them to make sure they are safe. Looking at 
reviews on apps like Park4night gives excellent insight.

In general, parking your van is tolerated widely across Europe, as long as you 
don’t put out chairs/tables, etc. There are some places like Austria where it is 
strictly forbidden, and hefty fines are issued – so do your research.

Avoid low altitudes at the peak of summer. Vans hold heat, and we have had to do 
midnight dashes up mountains in Corsica when it is over 40 degrees inside.
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Sweet dreams!

1 SHELTERS EXPERIENCE LA SAMBUY, FRANCE
Hike for two hours though the Annecy Mountains (or hop on 
a chairlift from La Sambuy base station) to spend a night in a 
container that was formerly used during French polar expeditions. 
Located at the top of Sambuy resort at 1,860m, there are three 
shelters for sleeping (two doubles, one twin), one of which has a 
giant picture window for gazing at Lac Annecy from your mega-
cosy bed. Breakfast is included and for an extra €30 per person 
they’ll even prepare a local Savoyarde dinner for you (summer 
fondue? Yes, please!). While the containers themselves are pretty 
basic, you have the luxury of a hot tub (and hot showers) at the 
nearby Refuge Là-Haut. From €340 for two people; €520 for 
three to five people. sheltersexperience.com  

2 SCHLAF-FASS GRAUBÜNDEN, SWITZERLAND
Bed down in a wine barrel in Graubünden, famous for its dramatic 
peaks and tasty wines. Before your claustrophobia sets in, 
rest assured that small barrels these are not – they are mega 
8,000-litre barrels that have been painstakingly converted with 
comfy double beds, thick blankets and windows for peak- and 
vineyard-viewing. There is even a separate barrel for dining, 
complete with an ensuite bathroom and terrace. There are two 
locations to choose from – Maienfeld, at the foot of the Falknis, 
and Jenins, with its views of the Rhine Valley, and each location 
can sleep up to four adults (children under the age of six stay free 
in their parents’ bed). From CHF180 for two people, including 
breakfast and a bottle of wine. schlaf-fass.ch

3 UFOGEL NUSSDORF, AUSTRIA
Beam me up, Scotty! This unusually shaped cabin, raised up on 
skinny steel struts on a hilly incline in Nussdorf, appears to hover 
above ground like some sort of extraterrestrial object – a stark 
contrast to its pastoral environment and the traditional Tirolean 
chalets that surround it. Designed by architects Peter and Lukas 
Jungmann (we’ve no idea who they are either), the cabin’s name 
comes from combining two words – UFO and ‘vogel’, which 
means bird in German – genius. Inside, the Ufogel has everything 
you need: a shower, woodburner, even a TV, and enough beds 
to sleep up to five. The best feature is the giant cushion-ladened 
window seat for peak gazing. From €150 per couple, plus €25 for 
each additional person. ufogel.at

4 NUIT NATURE COMBLOUX, FRANCE
Totally transparent, these domes look like two giant water drops 
that have been carefully placed (dripped?) onto a mountain 
pasture. Located near the village of Combloux (15 minutes from 
Megève), just a short walk along a path from where you can park 
your car, there is a couple’s dome-for-two and a larger dome 
sleeping up to six adults and three children. Both are fitted with 
designer furniture and have big comfy beds. You get a slap-up 
chef’s dinner but really the highlight is the views – you have a 
front-row view of Mont Blanc, which is best enjoyed from the 
outdoor hot tub – or from under your big duvet. Just don’t forget 
the eye mask if you want a lie-in after the sun is up… From €410 
per night, including breakfast and dinner. nuit-nature.fr

5 CABANES ENTRE TERRES ET CIEL  
SAINT-NICOLAS-LA-CHAPELLE, FRANCE
A 30-minute drive south of Nuit Nature is this place. The clue 
is in the name: ‘Cabins between earth and sky’. Yup, this is a 
treetop retreat, located in the forest of Saint-Nicolas-la-Chapelle. 
There are four treehouses: three for couples and one for families 
(up to five). All are gorgeously furnished with huge windows. 
While one couple’s cabin has a huge roof terrace complete with 
Mont Blanc views, and another has its own private sauna, it’s the 
family one that takes the biscuit, accessible by a monkey bridge 
and with a massive tubular slide down to the ground. FUN! From 
€280 per night, including breakfast. cabanes-entreterreetciel.fr

6 BIVACCO GERVASUTTI COURMAYEUR, ITALY
Fancy spending a night in a space-age capsule that appears 
to be teetering off the edge of a cliff? We thought so, you 
daredevils. Set at 2,835m on the Frébouze glacier in the Mont 
Blanc massif, Bivacco Gervasutti is a bivouac (unattended 
shelter) named after the Turin-born Alpine climber Giusto 
Gervasutti. Opened in 2019 it replaces a modest wooden shelter 
built in his memory in 1948. Designed and built by two Italian 
architects (using helicopters to fly in each section), the solar-
powered structure features a kitchen, living and dining areas, 
and two sleeping quarters that can accommodate up to 12 
people. All you need to do is get there – it’s a challenging hike 
with some fixed ropes from Val Ferret, so climbing experience  
is essential. uniqhotels.com/bivacco-gervasutti

Rooms with  
a view…
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